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Abstract: Drone is an electronic device which is remote controlled based 
aircraft used to achieve flight with stability using KK2.1.5 board. The main 
aim of this project is for video surveillance and area measurement. This 
drone include a frame, flight control board, motors, electronic speed 
controllers, a transmitter, a receiver, LIPO battery, GPS module, LORA 
module and camera interface with the kit. By using this there is possible 
for measuring area in between drone current position that means at flying 
time. The distance measuring application is applicable in serving sectors in 
civil field. This project is helpful army, police and different sectors. In 
military this project is helpful for surveillance the borders of countries and 
fire fighting, battle areas. In police department it is helpful for security 
surveying. With the help of this project there is possible for doing security 
purposes. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A Drone has the potential for performing many tasks where humans cannot 
enter, for example, high temperature and high altitude surveillance in 
many industries, rescue missions. A Drone has four propellers with motors 
that generate the thrust for lifting the aircraft. Over the few years we have 
seen a massive growth in the manufacturing and sales of remote control air 
bone called “DRONE”. A drone is also called as the “QUADCOPTER”. The 
basic principle behind the quadcopter is, the two motors will rotate in the 
clockwise direction the other two will rotate in an anticlockwise direction 
allowing the aircraft to vertically ascend. While taking the flight with the 
help a camera we can have live streaming and capture images. 

Advantages 
 Effective for surveillance and security 
 Can go to place, where it is difficult for a human being to reach. 

 
Applications 

 Live video transmission. 
 Area measurement. 
 Inspection. 
 Surveying purpose. 
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Figure: Block Diagram for quadcopter using kk2.1.5 board 
 
KK2.1.5 BOARD 

KK 2.1.5 is a board with ATMEL mega 664PA,8-bit AVR RISC based 
microcontroller with 64K of memory. It is easy for the beginner to start 
with and has firmware pre-defined in it. While activating or deactivating 
the board there is an audio warning from the piezo buzzer of KK 2.1.5.It 
is the most stable board because it has inbuilt gyroscope, 6050 MPU, and 
auto level function. This board has eight motor outputs, five control 
inputs, an LCD display, polarity protected voltage sensor input, an ISP 
header, six-axis accelerometer/gyroscope, a fuse protected piezo output. 
The user-defined signals from K.K.board are processed by ATMEL 
644PAIC and these control signals are passed to the ESC's installed on 
the frame of the drone. 

 

Figure1: kk2.1.5 board 
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ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROLLER 
The term ESC stands for an “Electronic Speed Control”. An electronic 
speed controller is an electronic device used to control the speed of the 
motor and the direction also. It follows a speed reference signal and varies 
the switching rate of field effect transistors. By adjusting the duty cycle or 
switching the frequencies of the transistor the speed can be changed. 

 

Figure2: electronic speed controller 
 
BRUSHLESS DC MOTORS 
DC motor is a type of synchronous motor that is powered by DC source 
via an inverter to produce an AC electric current to drive each phase of 
the motor. Its construction is simple as permanent magnet synchronous 
motor. The advantage of this motor is High speed and electronic control. 

 

 

 

 

PROPELLERS 

Figure3: brushless DC motor

These are simply fans which convert the motion of the motor into upward 
thrust. They are, made up of flexible fiber to be unbreakable while crash 
landing. 
 

Figure4: propellers 
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BATTERY 

Lithium polymer battery or Lipo battery is simple rechargeable battery with 
different current ratings and number of cells. Here lithium ion adds to the 
Polymer which is an electrolyte. 

 

Figure5: LiPo battery 

 
TRANSMITTER & RECEIVER 

 
The Transmitter acts as a controller from the user. It is a radio 
communicating wireless control system. The signal from the transmitter 
is received by the receiver placed on the frame of Drone through the 
antenna in a receiver. The signal from a receiver is given to  KK board. 
This board will send the signal to all electronic speed controller from that 
speed of the motor is controlled by the transmitter. The modulation 
scheme used in between transmitter and receiver is pulse position 
modulation (PPM). 

Figure6: Remote controller 
FRAME 
These are many types of frames for Drone. They are made of fiber & has 
integrated PCB for soldering ESCs and battery wires. Different colour 
coding made us know the orientation of the Drone. 
 

 
Figure7: frame 
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CAMERA 
 

A Camera is used for live streaming & capturing images during a flight 
of drone. There are many types of cameras for the purpose Like 
professional, racing HD cameras. 

 

Figure8: camera 

 
GPS MODULE 

 
The term GPS stands for “Global Position System”. A GPS receiver 
calculates its position by precisely timing the signals sent by GPS 
satellites high above the Earth. The receiver uses the messages it receives 
to determine the transit time of each message and computes the distance 
to each satellite. These distances along with the satellites locations are 
used with the possible aid of trilateration, to compute the position of the 
receiver. 

 

Figure9: GPS MODEM 
 

Figure10: GPS ANTEENA 
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LORA MODUL: LoRa (Long Range) is a patented digital wireless 

data communication technology developed by Cycleo of 
Grenoble, France, and acquired by Semtech in 2012. LoRa is a 
long-range wireless communication protocol that competes 
against other low-power wide-area network (LPWAN) wireless 
such as narrowband IoT (NB IoT) or LTE Cat M1. Compared to 
those, LoRa achieves its extremely long range connectivity, 
possible 100km+, by trading off data rate. 

 

 

WORKING 
Figure11: LoRa module 

As the battery (Lipo) is plugged into the power distribution board of drone, 
here camera is also switched ON for live streaming and capturing pictures. 
Before this, the Transmitter should be in ON condition, if not ERROR can 
occur in FCB. After switching ON the FCB and the Transmitter, the 
Receiver test is done to make every channel that is Aileron, Throttle, 
Elevator, Rudder, Aux equal to " 0 ". Now after the receiver test, ARM the 
K.K 
2.1.5 board so that all 4 motors rotate with equal orientation and speed. 
Now increase the Throttle using Transmitter (controller) to stabilize the 
motor's speed and take a flight. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

 
Figure 12: quadcopter 
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CONCLUSION 

There are many places where man has to risk his life for the surveillance 
in industries like in horrible temperature conditions unbearable by man, 
high altitude work. There are many people losing their lives. So the 
solution to this problem can be brought up by using a remote-controlled 
aerial vehicle for surveillance. This project majorly finds its use in 
military and defense for surveillance at the border as a part of border 
security force and can reduce the loss of human lives by intimating the 
soldiers about the target. 
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